Business Learning Path

These courses are aimed at business professionals seeking an introduction to Google Cloud.

Google Cloud for business: The Essentials
- Business Transformation With Google Cloud
- Google Cloud Product Fundamentals
- Google Cloud Business Essentials Certificate Exam

Google Cloud for business: Change and Culture
- Leading change when moving to Google Cloud
- Managing change when moving to Google Cloud
- Developing a SRE Culture

Google Cloud for business: Data Driven Transformation
- Data driven transformation with Google Cloud
- Managing Machine Learning projects with Google Cloud (for business professionals)
- Continue learning Data and ML

Google Cloud for business: Billing and Cost Management
- Understanding your Google Cloud Platform (GCP) Costs
- Optimizing your Google Cloud Platform (GCP) Costs

What people are saying...

"Through Google Cloud training you gain an overview of the platform, the tools that are available, and the options that you have. It makes it easier to avoid wrong turns and to see the possibilities. Also, the reference architectures and decision diagrams in the training materials allow you to choose the right approach for a specific problem."  
Michael Gfeller, Solution Architect, Computas

"When I decided to get certified, my networking knowledge was a bit rusty since I’ve been using App Engine and it does a lot of the work for you. With Kubernetes and IaaS gaining more traction, those networking concepts have become important again. Google Cloud training and certification made sure my skills were current and that I was using Google Cloud best practices"  
Niels Buekers, Managing Director, Fourcast

"Google Cloud certification goes hand in hand with experience. You can’t just “cram” to prepare for a Google Cloud certification exam; you really need to rely on your cloud applications experience as well as your knowledge of Google Cloud technologies."

Welby McRoberts, Customer Reliability Engineer for Managed GCP, Rackspace Ltd
Technical Learning Path

Whether you’re new to the cloud or building on an existing skill set, find curriculum tailored to your role or interest.

Links to resources

See all our training at cloud.google.com/training

Google Cloud Certifications
cloud.google.com/certification

On-demand training
coursera.org/googlecloud

go.pluralsight.com/GoogleCloud

Hands-on labs
http://google.qwiklabs.com

Authorized Training Partners
http://g.co/cloud/partnerdirectory